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Definitions of tourism
The first definition of the tenn Tourism was given by German
scientist

Guyer-Feuler (1905). Guyer-Feuler defined tourism

as

a

phenomenon uniqye to

modem time which is dependent on the people's increasing
need for a change and

relaxing, the wish of recognizing the beauties of nahfe and
art and the belief that
nature gives happiness to human beings and

wtich herps nations and communities'

approaching to each other thanks to the developments in commerce
and industry and
the commrrnis6fion and transportation tools' becoming excellent.
Later o& Mathieson
and

wall (1982) defined ffis trlsening of tourism that it

is the temporary movernent

of

people to destinations outside their normal places of work
and residence, the activities
undertaken during their stay in those destinations, and the facilities
crealed to cater to

their needs. Besides' Mclntosh and Goeldner(19g6) also defined the meaning
of

towism that

it

is

the s'm of the phenomena and relationships arising from the

interaction of tourists, business suppliers, host governments and host communities
in

the process of attracting and hosting these tourists and other visitors.
The United

Nation of world rourism organization or uNWTo (1995) defined tourism
as it
comprises the activities of persons traveling to and staying in places outside
their
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usual environrnent for not more tla*r one consecutive year for leisure, business
and
other purposes not related to the exercise of an activity remunerated from
within the
place visited.

Elements of tourism
The United Nation of worrd rourism organization has defined 3 main
tvoes

oftourism which are

:

The fust type is known as nahral based tourism.

It consists of ecotourism

which related to nahfar tourist attractions which have been taken
care and conserved
by the community. For marine ecotourism, it is similarly to the
first one but it focuses

on marine natural resources. The marine ecosystem also has
been presewed by trre
community. There is arso geo-tourism which refers to a tourism
that allows people to
appreciate the beauty of geological changes such as stalagm.ite
cave, stalactite, and

tunnel.

It

also includes agro-tourism which refers to travelling to agricurtural
area,

agricultural and herbs garden, as well as animal farm for pleasantness
leading to the
new experiences. It also includes activities such as growing
orchard and strawbeny as

well

as

visiting sunflower fields.

The second type is cultural based tourism.

It

comprises

of cultural and

tradition tourism which presents a variety of cult're and traditions in
the community
such as Loy Krathong festival and songkran festival. Tourists should
be promoted to

participate in those activities. Additionally, historical tourism is also part
a
of cultural
and tradition tourism.

It refers to the havelling of historical sites in order to follow

historical tracks of the community. Interesting historical stories are being told
to the
tourists. This tlpe of tourism also includes rural tourism which refers to the travel

of
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tourist to rural areas. This is very popular among tourists as they can see simple
lifestyle of the people. Finally, etbnic-tourism is also included in order to studv on the
background ofthe culnual and lifesyle ofan ethnic group,

The last typ€ of tourism is special interest tourism; for example, meditation
tourism which is tlhe tavelting in the prusuance of religious studies focusing
on
meditation conducting in many religious places zuch as temples, priest houses or a

resort organizing meditation taining courses. This is related to spiritual
tourism.
Besides, slow tourism is a form

of tourism promoting slow and relaxing lifestyle.

Also, health tourism is related to detoxing, consuming non

-

toxic food, practicing

yog4 and avoiding ottro ttringi that can hann our body. This form
sf lsuris6 aims fe
create physical and metal completeness.

It may

also provide the spa services. Another

form is known as voluntourism which is not only to review but also to widen the
perspective and creating good minded tlrough the activities

of

reforesting and

building community library. It also includes the tavelling to movie sites of popular
movies and songs. Besides, this notion of tourism also refen

to a new sgle of

travelling such travelling to a place which was damaged by Tsunami. It can also be
a
battlefield or a place of hagic situations such as the railway of world war 2 or a
prison.

Elementg of potential tourism dcatinetion product

Tourism is a process of social and economic with the ele.ents of tourism
product as follows (Thailand hstitute

of

Scientific and rechnological Research,

1997). It consists of three main elements which are :
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l)

Tourist Attraction is the crucial resources regarding as tourism

supply. Tourism Authority of rhailand (2002) classified tourist atEaction
into 4 types,

which are culture Athactions, Scenic Athactions, Enterrairunent Athactions

and

Specific Attractions.

2) Tourism semice is one of Tourism supply which is not a towist
destination, but

is the service that supports entertainment for tourists which

is

occasionally athactive as well. The tourism service includes
accommodation, food,
shops, entertainment, activity and other services. This includes
the infrastructure and

facilities that are needed.

3) Tourism market is one of Tourism demand expressing a desire to
travel from one place to another in order to participate in leisure
activities and other

activities (the focuses are usually on tourists). The management process
includes
promotion and development of sales and service.

Tourism Authority or
categories which are

l) nat'ral

rn il*a

(2002) classifies the athactions into
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attraction which refers to spectacular and remarkable

resources which occur naturally such as caves or waterfalrs

2) archaeologicar

and

historical atbaction is related to tourist resources which can hack the
historical period
and important events in the history and 3) cultural attrastion
is the resources related to

culture, badition, local life, and interesting local wisdom.
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Additionally, Brown & Stange (20il) mentioned that tourism product consists

of; l) Attraction refers to the tourist places that athacts many tourists 2) Access refers
a place where

with good

it is easy to reach. 3) Services is the service provided to the customers

service-minded

4) Activity is the activities resulting from

experiences which can attracts the tourists 5)
eualified personnel
has passed the standard

is

visitor

the person who

of professional service work 6) promotion is the marketing

promotion which can dishibute information to the tourists. However,
Dickman (1996)
said that the tourist destination and tourism product consists of 5 potential
elements or
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elements which are athaction, accessibility, amenities, accommodation and

activities.
The concept of humln resource developmcnt end tourism estebrishment

At prcs€nt, many government sectors have been given priority to the
development

of

tourism personnel

to

support the rapid growth

of tourism in

chiangnai. Tourism is one of the tools in the economic developmen! 15 f1g main
income of the country. Since tourism-related business increase,

it affects the rate of

employment and generate income to the stakeholder. Therefore, the development

of

human potential to have better undentanding of such changes is urgently needed to
accommodate future needs. ln order to realize the demand and growth in the tourism

industry of rhailand, it requires taining, and educating interested people in general
and tourism personnel

develop their

in terms of knowledge, c'nent events, fu1urs shenges

full potential on the intemational

increases fiaction

of the overall

economy and

and

stage. The chiangm.ai guideline

is also preparing professionals of

tourism in ASEAN community. Qfuiengmai University

(CMff is another sector to
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complete the training course and workshop to develop the potenrial staffs in the

tourism industry in chaing Mai and the upper-North. According to the needs of

tourism industry at present, cMU provides
comprising

of

Knowledge and Understanding
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intemational standard courses

of ASEAN

tourists, career

in

the

aviation industry, Halal food for Muslim tourists, Local food for tourism, standards
for services in the tourism industry, and so on (Tourism Authority of Thailand, 2016).
Besides, Kasetsart Univenity has 6ls6 carried out training and human resource
development to support the expansion or create new jobs in tourism. The principle

of

tourism development is to decide on core values = Benefits - Expenditure shows that
every time a valuation proceeds, it gets two things, one that mafiers more to you
than

the other, and reduces costs for you. consune with However, the main problem

of

Thai tourism personnel consists of three factors: technology, languagc, attitude and
service mind. The principle of tourism development is that Decision Making core

value

:

Benefits'cost. However,

1fos

rnain problem

of rhai

tourism personnel

consisting of 3 facton: technolog5r, language, attitude and service mind. In the aspect

oftavel personnel, it consists of stafr and the core person at the heart ofbusiness. It is
impoftaot to consider what the developmeirt should include for standard personnel
working in specialized knowledge, attitude, interpersonal skill, tecbnologSr and human
relations. The agencies involved in the developmen! including educatiotr, govemment
agencies and private sector. In addition, the guidelines for the development of tourism

should include recruit various methods. By focusing on the key skilts, including

interviewing techniques, specialized knowledge test, role-play, problem-solving,
behavioral observation, psychological test, basic aptihrde tesl questionnaire, letter

of

recommendation, letter of application. The taining process and developmen! each
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organizations has

a different training. Training for use of communications and

tourism, the objectives must be clear, finding the right process, there are
extemal
factors and integration group, labor mobility, there

of skilled workers.

Ln order

will

have to increase the number

to train people to have the skill needed, effective training

techniques included case Studies, Demonstratiorl Role plaflng,
Business Game,

Simulation/ ln-Basket Training etc- Finally, the evaluation technique is a
diagnostic
procedure to ensure the effectiveness

of conducted education and training by

data

collection and compared with the objective of the study for fi'ther improvement.
The
method called PDCA which stands for plan, Do, check and ACT will
make the visual

development

on how tourism

However, the trainer

will

professionals effectively perform

works.

be a ladder of success in pushing both service sk rs and

knowledge to the customers to strengthen

prepare

their

for ASEAN community

the service industry and aligned

to

@omsuwan, 2015). Meanwhile, Ministry

of

tourism and sports conducts the handbook

of

human resource development in

Tourism. The handbook identifies ways to develop personner which can
be adapted
according to the needs of each individuals consisting of task learning,
coaching and

mentoring system, problem-solvi.g meeting, leaming, job rotation, work assignment,
teamwork and leaming through computer system, etc.
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The conccpt of the Soul

The lifestyle of people living

in

crowded cities with a materialist

concept or Secularism causes solitude living society, which inevitabry
affect the
tension and fgsling to leave the workplace for relaxing or getting
new experience.
Besides the entertainment, most people spend their holidays taveling

to various

tourist attractions. This could be pranned by serf-determination or travel
agency.
AmbroZ

&

Ovsenik (201 1) and Dann

&

Jacobsen (2002) agreed that

tourists may seem like they have similar travel intentions but in
fact tourists can be

divided into many typ€s. This requires a different motivation for the particular
category

of

tourist; therefore, tourism is viewed as the Multivalent Activity in

di:fferent locations. Moreover, tourism development had evolved
to handre the travel
needs and

divenity in every year. one aspect of evolution that began distinctly and is

likely to get increasingly popurar is to travel with

a purpose

to seek rehabilitation and

spiritual development which formerly known as religious and cultural tourism.
Hence.

the world rourism organization

({lNwro)

conducted an intemational seminar on

spiritual rourism for sustainable Development in Ninh Binh province in vietnasr
between
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a\d' 22 September 2013 as the beginning of developing a style of tourism

which becomes fupp6ingty popular. However, lhere is still confiision
between the
spiritual tourism and the rcligious tourism. Hence,

it is worthwhile to clearly define

the term "the spirihral tourism', and its objectives.

Spirit comes from the I^atin -Spirare. or ..Spiritus',, which
breath (Neal, 1997, quoted

means

in Sorakaikitikun & Siengthai, 2013). Now there are a

number of people who define this term. In Thai society, spirit normally associates
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with the belief of the rebirth of the spirit. From a Buddhist perspective, the
spirit of
each person senses goodness,

ev ness, happiness and

sadness, and the attachment to

the self. These senses are trained or leamt from the past experience.
on the other
hand' the mind is natural, sensible, neutral and amoral. Spirit is a part
of a human
berng, apart from the body and the mind (Matrapratip, 1991, quoted
in Jaroenjitkul,

2006). Na Nakom (1996) defines mind as heart and senses while
spirit

is

the

enlightenment, recognition, idea and thought.

People often mistakenly associate spirituality with Buddhism, as a
number

of scholan maintai:q spirituarity is a wide word. In the dictionary of so

Sethabutra (1998), "spirituatity'' is a spirit, mind, something
conceming mind, grace,

intention, wiss men, patient, perception, pueness, and spiritual
being or ghost. The

other meanings include being high-minde4 selfless and nirvana. According
to
Buddhism, *spiritualrty" is wisdom, perception and seltress. It is
a higher sense
which difers human beings from animals.

It

makes human beings generous and

selfless. It is the heart of humanness. "spirituality" means connection,
understanding,

satisfaction and respect.

It

concems not only religion but also other people and

oneself. The concept of spiritu,ality is simitar to religion, which aims
to make people
become virtuous persorur, and spirituality often involves with religion.
Nevertheless,
they are not the same. Religion is man-made. It has a concept to distinguish
right and

wrong. It uses beliefs and fuith to form rituals and conditions, in order to q€ate
a
sense

of sacredness. on the sft6x hen4 spirituality is a state and a dimension in the

mind of the human being. It is a value and meaning which is not limited to any
objective fomls. It is a universal condition that everyone can have and access (wasi,

2000;

Altaf & Awan,20ll;

Cash

&

Gray,2000, quoted

in

Sorakaikitikun &
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siengthai' 2013)- As Dalai lama explains, for the Tibetan Buddhisn, ..spiritualiy'

concen* the nature of the mind of the human being, which consists of generosity,
patient' open-mindedness, forgiveness, self-sufficiency, responsibility
and leaming to
live with other people in harmony and in peace to make oneself and people
around be
happy (quoted in Anonymous, 2007). poolpatarachewin (2002) accepts that
easy

it is not

to explain the meaning of spirituality. The pattems, practices, exercises to gain
a

spirinnl well-being arc a process or a bridge to

acccss something called

spirit'ality

which is not the spirituality itself. It believes that spirituality is a natural
aspect which

is diverse and integrated into unity. It is a process of getting over
the old rhing and
evolve or rebom fu1b a 1s\ry rhing. It has no discrimination and the limitation
in temrs

of space and time. Thereforc, moality and ethics are not spirit'arity. They
are rules to
distinguish moral and immoral people. Hence, religion is not spiritualty,
since religion

is a body of beliefs and practices developed from that body. Music, arts, sports
are
volunteer jobs not spirituality but a means

to

access spirituality.

To discuss the

philosophy of spiritualty, it is not enough to take into accounts
only the religious view
but also coocem with the view of the humanist pbitosophy, which is essential
to the

life of the h'man being (Scheler, 1981, quoted in Jirdseh 2014). From the nursing
profession's perspective, spirituality psens "ths

life enerry of people to

seek

relationship and suruival, the spirituality seeks love, tust, hope and forgiveness
to
oneself and other people" (Suwannacha!

l99l).

The understanding of the importance

of spirituality is applied for a therapy. Jaroenjitkul (2006) sums up the meaning of
spiritual in the nursing context as an energy of each person to live lively.
energlr which strives

It is an

to survive and be valuable, which reflects in the spiritual belief

and bebaviors. Spirituality is also important in creating meaning, value
and liveliness.

z)

It

leads to life philosophn ideolog5r, humanness, values, and the attempt to
find the

meaning of life and to make life better. To look after a person is to look for his
or her

body, emotioq society and spirituality at the same time. Anonymous (2007) berieves

that spirinrality plays a part in teating a critical patient. The spiritual belief of
the
patient has a great efect on his or her response to the treatment,
the choices

of

treahents, and facing death.
To sum up, spirituality means life energy ufiich is an important part of
living.
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reflects in one's behaviors, beliefs, commitrnent and faith in somethinc. It is

like energy or oil that the mind uses to find the truth of life.

Belief in the hws of spiritual success

According

to the explanation of

Chopra (1994)

of

seven laws

of

spiritual success based on Hinduism and spirit'al conc€pg success is not a result

of

working hard making a good plan, or being ambitious. In facg it happens because
of
the understanding in human nature and how to follow the laws of nature. Therc
are
seven of them.

1)

The law of pure potentiality which is about estimating oneself

realistically, meditating and practicing non-judgement.

2)

The law of giving is the law of giving and receiving. Giving or

doing a charity to other people is not necessarily in the fomr of giving things. It can be

flowers, compliment, prayer, looking after, love and admiration. These are the most
precious gifts that one can give other peoplc without costs.
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3)

The law of karma and the law of cause and effect. Karma is a deed

and a subsequent action. An action at the present always have an effect on the
future.

If

one commits a good deed now, in the future he or she

4)

will get a reward.

The law of least effort reflects the fact that the wisdom of nature is

simple and indiscriminate.

It

makes the least effect by seeking to avoid resistance.

This law is based on love and unity. people can leam this truth tom nature to firlfil
ourselves, which is to realize that

it is happening is what should be happening. The

whole universe is as it should be. It is not usefrr to criticize oneself, other people
or
things by looking at them from one's standpoint.

It is advisabre to depend on other

people as little as possible, avoid negotiating and persuading other people
to agree

with us. This is to aBaandon

a

futile effort that one comrnitted in the past.

5) The law of intention and

desire

is the fact that energy

and

information are everywhere in nature, such as trees, flowers and even human bodies.

If

one dissects it, one would find that the most important elements are energy and

information. H'man beings are capable of increasing one's information and energy
with the intentions based on the ottrer laws. one needs to be certain that the intetrtion
is spent for the benefit ofthe human kind.

6)

The law of detachment believes that

physical universe, one should not attach to
aBaandon one's intention and desire.

will find one's goal. Sacrifice

it. This

if

one gets something from the

does not mean that one has to

If one connects one's intention to sacrifice. one

also means being fi.rlly aware because a sacrifice

totally independent when one understands the impermanent state ofthings.

will

be

7)

The law of dharma is to find the goal of life. Every human being

has an intellectual capaclty, which can be used to express themselves and prove
that

there is something that they can do better than other people. people,s intellectuals and
self-assertions can be used for different purposes.
meet, this

will

lead to wealth.

If

If

someone's desire and capacity

one uses the intellectual to

fulfrll the desire. it will

lead to wealth and perfection.

Concepts of spiritual tourism

Ardika (2013) stated in his opening speech at the first world conference on
spiritual tourism for a sustainable development of uNWTo, in Viet Nam, that the
unplanned development

of tourism which unhealthily focused on the physical

development and ignored the life-style of people and environments caused a n,'mber

of

serious problems, including the decay and ruin

of

environment and the old

traditions of local communities. The root of this problem was the management which
did not realize the importance of spiritual tourism and ethics. It also happened because

of the failure to distinguish between "need" and "greed". The quality of life depends
on the perception on happiness. The tourism in Bali is a case in point. It adapts the
philosophy of tri hita karan4 or the three elements of happiness or the intenelation
between the land of spirit, humans and god. This is a Hindu philosophy (wikipedia,

2013).

It is about

the relationship between human beings, god (the Maker), other

people and nature. To create a harmony between these three elements is to achieve
happiness' The balance between the three elements is a product

of compromising

one's needs and mutual responsibilities. The core value of this style of tourism is to
respect traditions and culture of local people.

UNWTo

uses ethics as a way to create a
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sustainable tourism, with an objective to reduce the negative
effects of tourism on
environments, traditions and culture which pass from generation
to generation, and at
the same time to maximize the positive effects of tourism.

Bowler (2014) notices the fast-growing trend of doing spiritual
tourism. He
states that the

first important challenge is to clearly define what spirit'al tourism is.

The following trips can be grouped as a spirituar tourism: pilgrinage
a
to practice a
religious rittral, like Muslims who havel to Mecca during
the hajj period, Buddhists

who travel to pay respect to four holy sites in India and Nepal
or pilgrims with
different faiths who go to the cathedrar of santiago de compostella
in spain. It is
debatable whether a large nwnber of people who

visit the Note Dame in paris to

see

its architecture and history is in the group of spiritual tourists
or another group of
spiritual tourists. It is also not certain whether visiting a relative's grave
who was a
veteran in the First World War is a spiritual tour.

From the study on the lives of Buddhist monks in 200g, Bowler (2014)
finds
something greater than his expectation. He leams the truth of human
beings which
leads

to the state of enlightenment and answer a subtle question about life.

supports and leams to hain his spirituality according to Sufism
and Maulana

He

R'mi,

practiced by Muslims in Turkey. He finds that the experience
of happiness from this
style of tourism not only encourages the growth of spirituality (being
more aware) but

it is also an effective way to eradicate biases and €ncourage the understanding
between the visitor and the host concerning their ditrercnt curture,
t?ditions and

religions. It leads to a strong relationship. Each person gains a spiritualL
expedence.
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staying in a Turkish bathing tub also makes one feel a spirituar experience in many
levels, though it is an individual or common level.

Haq (2015) believes that, in a post secularist er4 religion and spiritual needs
become more and more important. The change comes from the fact that
now people

are more interested

in leaming about spirinrality, training and peace than religious

rules. People in tourism see this change and so they offer spiritual tourism,
which is a
new tourist product to the customer who is interested in spiritualitv.

The different meanings between pitgrimage and tour
Pilgrimage is not only connected to tourism which is expected to be

firll of

religious dimension. Pilgrimage believes in angels and supematural agents. It is not
used only

in t}'e context of old religions (such as, christianity, Islam, Judaism,

Hinduism and Buddhism), but today there is also a pilgrimage to the statue of
medieval war goddess (Nordin, 20r r; Zwissler 20r

l,

quoted in Jinrsek, 2014). Tours

are classified according to the goals, purposes and intentions of tourists towards tour.

Although pilgrimage is connected to tours, pilgrimage always involves with religion
while tourists generally focus their

tip

on a secular purpose. spiritual tourism is not

necessarily associated with religion but a self-discovery. It is a clear understanding

of

human way and the meaning of life, ethics and goodness of the world, a wish for

unity' and the experience of detachment. Hence, it is possible to use tle spiritual
experience as a means to differentiate pilgrimage and spiritual tourism.
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The meaning and forns of spiritud tourisn

For many centuries,

it

was believed tbat spirituar tourism was motivated by

religious reasons or beliefs. Now there is an indication that a modern tourism is
interested

in symbolic

and fi.rnctional aspects as much as the traditional religious

practices, such as festivals, pilgrimages, yoga and sacred places.
However, there are

not many shrdies on this issue (Sharpley
discusses the concept

Nonetheless, there

&

Sundaram, 2005). Heintirnan (2002) also

of rest and tour which lead to the exisGnce of spirituality.

is still no theory and empirical study which explains that

connection between these two. There is often a confision between spirihral tourism
and religious belief. The idea of motivating the to'rist's spirituality is new, tho'gh

it

is not the idea that just exists. This spiritual motivation refers to spirituality which
does not attach

to any center. It is a

suggestion and comparison. spirituality

emphasizes on the experience of relationship and metaphysical state of human
beings

and senses @rown, 1998; Pesu! 2003), quoted

in

(AmbroZ

&

Ovseni! 20ll).

Religion usually explains the basic of spirituality. A piece of evidence not only from

an empirical rcsearch shows that religion and spirituality is not the same thing
(Zinnbauer et al., 1997, quoted in Jirdselq 2014). cohen (1979) groups touring into 5
groups:
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1)

The recreational mode is tourists who are only interested in enjoyment

and well-being, which is not the spiritual tourism.

2)

The diversionary mode is post-modem tourists who want a distraction

from their routine. They do not intend to find any meanings Aom touring.

3)

The experiential mode is a general mode of tourists who tavel to gain a

new experience. They wish to gain an inspiration for life fiom other people. This does
not mean that this mode is the spirifual tour, since it focuses on othemess.

4)

The experimental mode is tourists who lose the spirit of their own culhre

and look for altematives.

5)

The existential mode is a mode which teats touring like a pilgrimage that

look for a real experience which is strongly connected to the cenbe of spirituality

of

local culture and society from other places which are not the tourists' own lands.
Jirdsek (2014), however, does not agree with Cohen. For Jir6se! Cohen takes

into accounts only interests and objectives without considering experiences and
behaviors. Jinisek proposes a concept called "aim of joumey''which believes that
tourists in general waat to visit religious or profane monuments. On the other hand,

pilgrims seek personal experience. Although that monument might not be a religious
place,

it

makes therr ponder, understand and recall

achieve contenhent.

of personal experiences,

and
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REUGIOUS

(sacred)

TMVELER

PILGRIMAGE

SECULAR

(profane)

Figure

2.1

Source:

rourism

-

Pilgrimage continu'm based on spirituality and authenticity

Jirdsek (2014)

Jirdsek (2014) explains that the objective

of

is

a

characteristic of a tourist who wishes to see an authentic monument, take a photo of

it

tavelling

to eain enjoyment and happiness (in a religious or secular way). on the other hand, a

pilgrim looks for an experience and a thing that encourage the perception. Although
that plac€ is secular, it can make one think, ponder, expe.ience and feel happy.
has a spiritual elemen!

aspects

If it

it is a pilgrimage. The model in Figure 2.1 compares the two

of pilgrimage and touring which can be

considered by taking the issue

whether it is religious or secular into accounts. when analyzing the models above,

it

can be separated into two basic a<es which show the interrelation between touring and

pilgrimage, and the interrelation between being religious ond secular. The tourist
might move between the two axes. It depends on his or her objective and motivation.
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In general, these are factors to consider: a means to gain an experience, adapting to a
place to visit, the perception on local wisdom, and strong and intimate intenelation

(with the community). The map shows that an important factor to distinguish
between

right and wrong or a correct understanding is connected to spirituality

and

authenticity. why is authenticity accepted as an indication of a spiritual experience?

Authenticity is originally an interrelation between the origin of authenticity such as
reality and the natural corectness. It is the way of human life which consists of
two

states, narnely,

the state of authenticity and the state of

non-authenticity.

Distinguishing cannot be done by using the size of things or changing of state, but
by
considering the identity of an individual, which is diflerent from the one in the daily

life. It is a non-personal state, man, self-concemed human being, the way of life,
human existence, settlement, the awareness
acceptance.

of last minute of life, and

death

only human beings understand these things, which also include having

one's thought and life inlluenced by other people, limited identity, social persuasio4

which is a path of losing righteousness and living in an inauthentic state. on the other

hand' people are living

in an authentic state, when they are being themselves

(Heidergger, 2008, quoted in Jillsek, 2014).

A
comes up

conference on ..Tourism

in the Spirituality" in England in 2006

with the definition of the spiritual tourism which is tested and accepted. It

defined this concept as "travelling out

of his or her usual environment with

an

intention to find a meaning or gain a spiritual gro*th, which does not necessarily
involve with a religion, sacred place or an experience from nature", but

divine context, no matter what the purpose of touring is (Haq

&

it is in a

Jackson, 2007).

Norman (201 1) maintains that in ttre past touring and religion had something in

)z

common. what called the spiritual tourism is a tour which aims to gain a benefit for
the spirit which is a part of religious practice to understand and discover oneself. The

followings are activities

tlnt often practice in a spiritual tourism:

meditation, yog4

sitting peacefully on a hilltop, visiting a sacred place, and even staying at a temple to

find a solitude. The unique characteristic of spiritual tourism is that the tourist of this
style visits a place to attend a religious ritual or tradition without having to attach
oneself

to it. The tourist migbt do yoga or mediation, though he or she is not a

Buddhist or Hindu. The shared nature of spiritual tourism, pilgrimage and religious

tourism are outlined in Figure 2.2 which shows the interrelation between spiritual
tourism and conventional pilgrimage.

Figure 2.2

lnterrelation between spiritual tourism, pilgrimage and religious
tourism

Source:

Norman (201l)
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Developnent of spiritual tourism

Haq

&

Wong (2013) studied branding for Islamic spiritual tourism by

corryaring the studies in Australia and pakistan and came up with two new brands for
the Islamic spiritual tourism. The first one is the inclusive tourism which is an Islamic

spiritual tourism for tourists who wish to sain spirinral growth by visiting religious
sacred places and rituals. The second is the exclusive tourism which is an Islamic

sprritual tourism which only visits Islamic places and rituals. According to Haq &

Medhekar (2015), the spiritual to,risms in India and pakistan share something in
common by the fact that they use spiritual festivals in the solar and lunar calendars
as

a selling point for this kind of tourism. Moreover,

n

ZOl2, Haq suggests people to

make tourism circuits for the spiritual tourism. India has a large number of sacred
places

of many religions, including Hinduism, Buddhism, sikhism and

Jainism.

Therefore, it is possible to create many tourist ctcuits, such as a christian pilgrimage

path which consists of visiting churches, a Buddhist circuit to sacred places,
such as

chowdhary (2014) defines tourism circuit as a circuit which consists at least three

tourist athactions which, are not in the same tambon, city or comrnunity, but the
attractiorui have to be not too far from one another. This plan is athactive since

it is

possible for the tourist to visit one place and other more. The purpose oftourist circuit

is to increase the number of tourists in every athaction in the circuit or to introduce
other interesting places for the visitor to visit on the way.
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Haq & John (2007)

group

strategies for spiritual tourism according

to chambell and stonehouse into 3 ways. The first one is to goup by

products,

satisfaction and the types of customers. The second market focuses on products or
services to categorize the gpe of business. The last s1s aims for satisfaction of
the

customer by the prepared tourist plan.

A mark*ing

success

is the one tbat offers a

product that satisfies the demands of the customer. The market which categorizes
the
types of customers focuses on grouping tourists who have similar demands, which are

different from other tourists. The studies of the experience of the spiritual tourism by

travel agents use

pri'ary

data to ask three questions (sharphley

&

sundaram 2005,

quoted in Jirdsek, 2014):

l.

Objectives and basic motivation

2.

Demographical, economic or social factors

3.

Things gained from the experience ofthe tourist

Melchers (2006) suggest the followings as activities which can be done for the
modem spiritual tourism.

l)

Yoga is a spiritual training with a history of more than 5,000

yea$' Its origin was in the south of India. Many believe that yoga is helpful to curing
emotional and health problems, such as sbesses, obesity, diabetics, and depression.
Yoga is an activity which teaches people to contol their bodies and minds. It is also a
part ofAyurveda
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2) Ayurveda or the science of life is a medical science which
originated in the norttr of India 5,000 years ago.

It c'res illnesses

and pains from an

uhealthy lifestyle by diagnosing the balance of elements in a person's body. yoga is a
part of Ayurveda.

3) Meditation which is a Buddhist practice and it is well_known in
the west. Meditation is an alternative way to cwe illnesses by contolling and puriffing

our mind.

It is different from Ayurveda which uses herbs which are the wisdom of

people in the past.

4) Cultural activities which include visiting historical ancient
places, battlefields, cities with collections

ofthe portrait of important people or historic

photos, rcligious places, pilgrimage sites where people do meditation to discover
their

spirituality, and places which

tain

people according to their beliefs and religious

practices.

5)

Religious activities are

a joumey which has a

religious

motivation. These activities involve visiting to important religious places.
6) Spiritual activities are the activities mentioned above and thev are
a part

of spiritual tourism.
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Conccpts of spiritual merketing
Figure 2.3 discusses spiritual marketing concept. Spiritual marketing

is a combination between a marketing concept which involves with products and
services to meet the demand of the consnmer in a proper time and needs. The other

element is the spiritual aspect which is a form

of energy, which has an efect on

emotions and feelings. The belief is that our body and mind are born at the same time.

Human beings have spirituality which influences their emotions, thoughts and
feelings whether they are discemible. spirinral marketing is not only about religion

but also about products and services which respond to the depth of hunanness. It
reaches to the authentic spirituality and the goal of

life of the consumer, which makes

him or her to under the way of life. The authentic identity responds to the desire
uAich reflects the tnrth of life (Norman, 201l).

Figure 2.3

Spiritual marketmg concept

Source:

Spirinnl marketing concept (adapt from Norman, 201

l)

To sum up, spiritual marketing is a combination between marketing
concept and the spiritual concept and belief which develop the form and way to
develop products and services. It depends on the intemal factors and proper timing. It
is a combination between the understanding in marketing and related theories.

Tourist behavioural typolory
Academics

on tourism group tourists to study their

behaviours

(typology: a systematic classification or study of types). The typology is developed by

using data

tom

behaviours

of tourists. How to select one

interview or questionnaire. There are many ways

to

group the

depends on purposes and uses (cohen,

1979).

The most basic way to goup the behaviours of tourists is to divide
them into two groups according to their travelling. The first group is tourists and the
other is havellers. Tourist is a person who purchases a tour prograrnme from a tour
agency. Traveller is a person who plans and travels by oneself. He or she buys a plane

ticket, book an accommodation and select attractions to visit by him/herself (cohen,
1979).

Cohen (1979) groups tourists according to their behaviours as follows.

l)

Recreational tourists are tourists who are interested meinlv in

recreational activifies and rest.

2)
their routine.

Diversionary tourists are tourists who want a distraction from
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3) Experiential tourists are tourists who travel to gain a

new

experience. These tourists often study and try to gain a real experience from the place

that they visit. For example, when going to spai4 they try to leam about the lives

of

local people and Spain's traditional culture.

4)

Experimental tourists are different by the fact that they love to

talk to local people and to understand the local people's lives. These tourists tend to
adapt themselves to the local environments.

5) Existential tourists

are tourists who want to

live and spend their

time in the same way and same cultue with that of the local people. These tourists
stay at a place for a long period. For example, tourists who spend their time in a

tourist city in Thailand, such as pattaya and chiangmai, and

ta to live their lives,

behave, eat and speak local dialects as local people do.

Perreault, Dorden & Dorden (1979) divide the behaviours oftourists

into 4 types:

l)

Budget travellers axe tourists who eam middle income and look

for a tour which stays in a limited budget.

2)

Adventurous travellers are tourists who are educated and eam

middle to high income. They like to do activities during the holidays or undertake an
adventure.

3)

Vacationer travellers are a small group of tourists who spend

time to think about the next havelling, a place and time to go. These tourists are
enthusiastic but have a low income.
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4)

Moderate travellen are tourists who love havelling but are not

interested in travelling during the holidays oI playrng sports. They like undertaking
a
long tour.

The provincial organization and other concemed parties, including

civil and private organizations, had cooperated to

to

develop

a

sustainable tourism

in

create the project

ofthe action plan

chiangrnai. They analysed the problems

conceming tourism and studied the provincial shategies, the master plan to
develop a

sustainable tourism

in

Chiangmai,

the SWOT onalysis (strengtb,

weakness,

opportunity and threats), the provincial positioning of the city, popular demand, and
the overview picture of tourism in the area. The meeting was successfirl in pointing

out that chiangmai's tourism is outstanding in many aspects. Firstly, it has diverse
tourist resources, including nature, history, temples, ancient city, legends, and tales

of

wiang K'm Kam, culture, tradition, rifestyle, and Lanna language. Therefore, tourism

in chiangmai can be classified hto various g'pes (Ministry of rourisn and Sports,
2016) as follows:

l)

Long Stay -Tourism with a focus on recreation. Chiangmai is the

destinatiog otrering both natural and the city attractions so there are wide varieties

of

accommodation to choose.

2) Cultural and Traditional Tourism - On the basis of
unique tradition and long history of

culture,

chienmai which well combines with numerous

oftribal culture.
3) Health Tourism - Tourisrn with a purpose to leam the lifestyle
and recreation. Health tourism is the other fomr of tourism to promote wellness
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activity. chiangnai determined policy and stategic plan to push into health tourism
city.
4) Adventure Tourism

- A tip

to particular natural attractions that

the tourists can get fun, excitement, adventurous memories, safe and new
experiences.

5) Ecotourism- A trip to particular local natural attractions

and

rmique cultural sources that related to the eco-system. The muhral leaming process

of

stakeholders under the environmental management and tourism participation
of local
authorities with emphasis on maintaining eco-system sustainability.

6)

MlCE-Chiangmai has the potential

to be MICE City

by

intemational exhibition center support (chiangmai province Executive committee.
20rs).
chiangmai attractiorui are not onry famous among Thai tourists but
also intemationally accepted according to the world rourism Ranking. Therefore,
the spiritual market can respond to the needs of the tourists in a variety of forrns,
such
as cultural tourism, health tourism and long stay tourism, etc (chiangmai province

Executive Committee, 20 I 5).

Motivation theory

Motivation

is a

cause that makes people act

in

different ways.

Psychoanalysts had studied and proposed a number of theories about motivation. The

followings are the ones which are important in understanding tourists' behaviours
@arasakul, 2013).

4l

l)

HiddenAgendaTheory

The theory believes that there are

l)

7

types

of

motivation.

Escaping from the usual environment which is motived by the desire to be away

from the familiar environment. 2) Exploring aad evaluating oneself. Spirihral tourism
can satisS this motivation since this style of tourism aims to find the truth of the

traveller's life. 3) Resting. Tour is considered as a time to rest and reduce shesses.
4) Desire for honour. A decision to visit a luxurious attraction is to satisff the desire

for honour. 5) Nostalgia. This is the desire to retum to the past which

regards

travelling to the old environment as a valuable activity. 6) strengthening relationships

in family which leads to a good relationship between family mernbers. 7) Socializing
which is a tour mainly to socialize oneself (parasakul, 2013).

2)

Escapism and Seeking Theory

This theory defines escapisrn as a desire

to

leave

a

usual

environment behind. The spiritual marketing sometimes exploits people's desire to
escape uncomfortable situations

disbactions while seeking

to find the truth

about themselves without any

it. It is the desire to eain a spiritual

reward through

travelling to different places. Spiritual marketing uses that desire to ofer products and
services which can satisfi the desire to seek the truth and the real meaning of life, to

satisfr the desire deep down in their hearts and also desire to retain their identities
(Sophonsiri, 201

l).
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3) Behaviorism Leaming Theory
This theory believes that leaming is a response of a person to a
stimulus. In other words, the leaming of a person is a result of the interaction between
a stimulus and a response. Hence, this theory is called the black box approach. The
spiritual marketing uses a marketing concept to produce a stimulus to create an effect
on the consumer's black box, which involves with his or her emotions, thoughts and
psychological aspects. These are the things that the service provider cannot
see but
might try to speculate by using a theory which believes that every human has a
desire

at a particular time. After producing products and services to deeply iespond to
people's spirituality, the next step is to observe tlle response of the consumer
whether
he or she is satisfied. The response can be reflected in selling volumes and profits

(Smithikmi, 2014).

Buyer's Btack Box

Figure 2.4

SR Model

Source:

Snithikrai (2014)
Figure 2.4 implies SR Model, which is a model of consumer behaviour

according to the theory

of stimulus and

response (s-R Theory).

ln the marketing

context, there are two groups of stimuluses. The first one is marketing stimuluses. The
second one is marketing environment. They have an inlluence on the decision and
action of the consumer. The followings are explanations ofthese two groups.
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A)

Marketing stimuluses are what called marketing elements (4ps),

which are produc! price, promotion and place. Now there are 4Cs which

are

customer' cost, convenience and communication. For many businesses,
the marketing
elements might not be limited to only 4ps. Some businesses
might do an analysis and
create a plan according to 7ps

or gps. some businesses nay even use l6ps or 20ps.

Elements can be increased more and more.

B)

Marketing environments consists of external environments which

influence the consumer, such as, economy, technology, society,
culture, politics, law,

terrorist and natural risks. These can have an influence on the
decision, spirit and
feelings of the confllmer.

Therefore, these stimuluses are an input which have an effect
on the
consumer's black box and his or her response is an output.
The black box is a record

of the psychological aspect of decision to buy of the coru;umer. The
marketing agent
uses the black box to predict the consumer's decision
making

which is a thing that

cannot be seen or anticipated. The black box invorves many
aspects, such as, beliei

faith' culture, society and personal characteristics. The result is the
ouput which is the
respoff;e to stimuluses.

It is the output of the influences of factors and the working

process of the decision-making process in the consumer's
black box.

Ifthe

response is

positive, the result is that the consumer buys the product,
select the brand, the shop,

time to buy and the number of products to buy. on the other hand, if
the response is
negative, the result is that the consumer does not buy the product and
might pass the
negative response to other people.

4) Iso-Ahola's Theory ofproper Stimulus
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This theory tries to explain the motivation ofthe tourist from a new
perspective. The behaviors and touring habits happen in a frarne

ofa proper stimulus

and difference. It believes that although people wish to be stimulated in many levels,

they avoid being excessively stimulated as well as avoid boredom and too weak
stimulating. Another interesting issue of this theory is motivation of tourism which
can change over time according to the increasing age of people. rn other words,
the

motivation of travelling is dynamic. Measuring or conducting a questionnaire shall be
done while performing that particular behavior in the places.

It shall

emphasize the

intent feeling at that moment. Therefore, spiritual marketing cannot be preceded

as

normal condition of market. If the market is being stim'lated intensively, it can cause

unreliability and it may look like deceiving. If the market is insufficiently stimulated,

it will not be able to create confidence among consumers. Therefore, the concept of
spirit marketing relies on the proper theory of provocation leading to the proper
marketing drive @arasakul, 2013).

Consumer behaviour model
Consumer behaviour model is the study of motivation of purchase

decision of products. It begins with stimulus causing desire. The stimulus has been
through the mind of the buyer known as Buyer's Black Box. It is compared to a black

box as it cannot be predicted by the producers or the sellers of the products. Buyers'

mind is influenced by different characteristics of the buyers leading to buyer's
response or buyer's purchase decision. For this reasorl the study of buyer's behavior
is related to the process of making purchase decision and other factors influencing the

process. The factors can be divided into two types which are internal variable and
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extemal variable porhaying the relationships of the factors on tlre consumer Behavior

Model which is also related to the analysis of consumer behavior known as the
concept of 6Ws and lH. Details are presented in Table 2.1 (parasakul, 2013).

Teble 2.1 Analyzing consumer behavior

(6IVs and

lE)

Who is in the

Occupants in the aspects

target market?

l)

of

demography 2) geogaphy

Marketing strategies
(4Ps) consists of produc!

3) psychology o

price, place, and

psychoanalysis

promotion as well as the

4) Behavioral sciences

ability to satisfr the
targeted customers.

2.

What does the

Objects: what the consumers

Product Strategies

consumer buy?

need from the product is the

consists of

athibutes or product

product 2) formal

component and competitive

product referring to logo,

differentiation.

service and quality

l) the core

3) augment product

4) expected product
5) potential product
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Table 2.1 Analyzing Consumer Behavior (continued)

The Questions
Required Answers (7Os)
(6Ws end

3.

lH)

Why does the

Objectives: the consumers

consumer buy?

purchase products in order

The sbategies which has

to

satisft their mental and

been used the most are
1)

physical needs. Therefore,

it

product strategies

2) Promotion stategies

is vital to shrdy factors

consisting

infl uencing the purchase

advertisement strategies,

behaviors which are

l)

the

of

selling of sellers

intemal factors or mental

promotion, publicity and

facton 2) social and cultural

public relation 3) price

factors 3) penonal factors

strategies 4) distribution

.

Channel Strategies
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Table 2.1 Analyzing Consumer Behavior (continued)
The Que*ions
(6Ws and 1II)

4.

Who participates in

The roles of Organization

Most sfategies which

the buying

which infl uences purchase

has been used are

decision comprises

l)

5.

When does the
consumer buy?

of

initiaror 2) influencer

advertising and (or)
promotion sbalegies

3) decision maker 4) buyer

used by the group

5) user

influencers

Occasion such as which

Strategies used the most

of

months of the year,

vfiich

is promotion strategies

seasons of the year,

which

such as when to

dates of the month, which

conduct the promotion

special occasion or special

and correspond to

day

purchase opportunity
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Table 2,1 Analyzing Consumer Behavior (continued)
The Questions
Required Answers (7Os)

Related Strategies

(6Ws and 1II)

6.

Where does the

Outlets which are where

Distribution Channel

consumer buy?

consumers can purchase the

Strategies can be

products such as departnnent

referred as how the

stores, supennarkets, grocery

companies bring

stores, Waroros market ,

products to target

Thanin market, etc.

market through agents.

How does the

Operations consisting

consumer buy?

1) Acknowledging the

most is promotion

problem 2) searching for

strategies which

infonnation 3) Evaluating the

consists

choices 4) Deciding

by sellers, promotion,

5) Emotion after purchased

publicity and public

of

The strategies used the

of advertising

relation, direct
marketing; for example,
the sellers will establish
a selling objective

conesponding with
purchase decision.

Source: Parasakul (2013)
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According to Consumer Behavior Theory, Sareerat et al. (2000\ has
mentioned that consumer behavior refers to the behavior

of an individual directly

related to the process used to acquire and use products and services. It means
that they

process

of making decision has

sareerat

et al. (2000)

existed before and

it

determines the behaviors.

states that consumer Behavior means the behavior

of

individud in searching, evaluating, and distributing products and service as
expected that the products and services can serve their satisfaction
or

an

it

is

it may mean

decision process and the attributes ofactivities ofeach individual
when evaluating the
use and purchase related to products and services. The questions
used to examine the

attribute of consumer behavior are WHO?, WI{AT?, WHy?, WHICH?,
WHEN?.
WHERE? and How?. To answer the questions,

it

consists of 7 aspects which are

l) who is in the target market? 2) what does the consumer
consumer buy? Occupants are

buy? 3) why does the

in the aspects of 3.1) demography 3.2) geography

3.3) psychology or psychoanalysis and 3.4) Behavioral sciences. objects can be
referred as what they consumers want from the products which is known
as the
attributes or product components; also, it needs to be competitive. objective can be
defined as the consumers purchase the products in order to serve their mental and

physical needs. Therefore, factors influencing the purchase behaviors need to
be
investigated. The factors include 3.4.1) Internal or mental factors 3.4.2) Social and
cultural factors 3.4.3) Penonal factors. Marketing strategies consist of strategies in the
aspect of product, price, place, and promotion. The suitable marketing strategies
can

serve the satisfaction of the target group. The product strategies consist

of l) core

product 2) Formal product which refers to logo, format, service, and quality image

innovation

3)

augrr.ent product

4)

expected product

5) potential product

of

and
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competitive differentiation comprising diflerences

in

product, service, staff, and

image. The strategies which have been used chiefly are product strategies, price
srategies, place strategies and promotion strategies consisting

of

advertisemen!

selling by sellers, publicity and public relation of the promotion. In tems of spirit'al
marketing, it examines how and who to contact and cooperate in order to make this

kind oftavelling well-known. The q.estions (6w lH) and the required answers (7o).

which are the marketing strategies related? 4) who participates in the buying?
5) when does the consumer buy? 6) where does the consumer buy? 7) How does the

consumer buy? The roles
comprises

of

organizations which influences purchase decision

of l) initiator 2) influencer 3) decision maker 4) buyer 5) user. occasion

can be demonshated as which months of the year, which seasons of the year,
which
dates of the month, which special occasion or special day that customers
tend to travel

to salu"ng community and which channels are used to
521'ang Community. Operations consist

of l)

access

to infonnation of

Acknowledging

the

problem

2) Searching for information 3) Evaluating the choices 4) Deciding 5) Emotion after
purchased.

The theory

of

decision process

of

consurners

by Kotler

&

Keller

(2006) is the explanation of basic psychologr which he$s marketers to understand

how decision process is being made. From the pe*poctive and the theory of
demographn it is considered how gender, age, occupation, income, personal facton
influeNxc€

the purchase of products and services. According to the demographic

factors, demographic influeirce is gender. In the pas! gender was a basic factor to

divide the market such as clotheg shoes, motorcycles, and products. Age is also an
influence urhen people decide to make a purchase. Needs and purchase ability will
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change according

to their age. Therefore,

Presenting product

to various occupations requires different methods of marketing

marketer shall study these factors.

(Jaturongkakul, 2000). The age influences on the consumption of various products
depending on the marketing perception. Thus, marketing activity influences greatly on
purchase decision

of products which have different benefits on the body (Kotler,

2003). Education is also a significant variable on the effectiveness of communication

of the educated decoder. An individual with high education tends to be interested in
information and does not trust easily. Sometimes, the level of education indicates the
perception

of the consumers (Salomorl 1996). Education leads to occupation and

income as well as the perspective, decision and relations with other people. This
differentiates attitude, opinion, and interest of people towards social and culture.
Educated people

will not easily let other take

advantage not only in terms

of income

but also include clever purchasing. occupation is also another factor effecting the
purcbase decision. The way

of purchasing can be influenced by occupation.

The

definition of occupation is deeper than income because certain market is related to a
group of incomes, attitude, interest and the lifestyle leading to the result of various
purchase behavior. Besides, income also affects the purchase behavior as well

(Guiltinan, 1991).
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The model of attitude determinant of destination choice of um and crompton
Figure 2.5 discusses the concept is the analysis of intemal and extemal
factors and the body of knowledge used as a guideline to decide the destination. The

concept consists

of two

steps which are

l.

To consider factors influencing the

destination choice and 2. To consider research result considering the influencing

factors affecting destination choice. Thercfore, the model is an important body of
knowledge in choosing the destination oftourists @arasakul, 2013).

External f,'actors

r

Body of Knowledge
Stimulus of

The knowledge related to
tourist attractions

extemal

Mental Factors

factors

o

Symbolic
stimulus

o
r

Experience

Word

Intenal Factors

Considered choice
destination

of

r
o
o

Motivation
Attitudes
Values etc.

of

Mouth

Chosen destination

Figure 2.5

The model of attitude determinant of destination choice of Um and Rompton

Source:

Parasakul (2013)

According to this notion"

it is the guideline to analyze in order to

promote tourism marketing of saluang Sub-district. The tourists significantly concem
on the body of knowledge in the aspect of intemal and external information. They use

this body of knowledge to make their chosen destination. Therefore,

it is vital that
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comnrrnity shall cooperatively think of a model to present the body of knowledge
related to the community for the tourists. It is also essential to consider whether new

technology shall be used in this development.

Marketing mix theory
The Marketing Mix is an important tool in marketing and marketers.
The marketing mix is crucial when considering the product proposal or brand and is
often associated with 4Ps, including product, price, place and promotion Mccarthv

& Jerome,

1964)

At

present, many scholars

in

service marketing view traditional

"Marketing Mix" or 4Ps inappropriate, and not covered on the full-service business.
(Nawarat Na Ayutthay4 2015) In the service 6arksting, therefore, marketing mix 4ps

will

be extended to 7Ps by adding process, people, and physical environment (Booms

& Bitner, 1980) which is 3Ps for service mix (Kotler, 2005).

The details are

as

Product is an item which is built or produced to satisff the needs

of

follows:

l)
a certain group

ofpeople. The product can be intangible or tangible as it can be in the

fomr of service, experience, event, people, place, property, organization, inforrnation
and idea. By each product level

will

add more value to customers called "customer

Value Hiearchy'' with 5 levels which are Core Benefit, Basic product, Expected
Product, Augmented Product and Potential Producl

2)

Price is

tle

product value in form of money as

fimr's profit and brand. Method of pricing is 6 steps

as

it

detennines the

follows: Selecting the price
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objective, determining deman4 estimating cost analyzing competiton' cos! price
and offers, selecting a pricing method and selecting the final price.

3)

Place

is the group of

independent organizatiolts involved in

appropriate product and service delivering process. The distribution channel consists

of2 parts: distribution channel and the support for distibution of goods to the market.
The concept of distribution channels is not only limited to rongible items, the service
sales and idea sales are also experiencing problems accessing the target consumer
groups as well.

4)

Promotion is the communication between sellers and buyers to

create recognition and buying behavior by

using

components as follows:

advertising, sales, public relation or press releases and dhect marketing.

5)

People

is

everyone involved direcfly with the service process,

especially employees. Most organization often focuses on employee development
because they are the ones who deliver the services. The company relies on the

selectio4 training, motivation,

in

order

to satisff their customers over other

competitors. The relationship between service providers and usen of organizatio4 the

staff must have attitudes that can respond to the service users and be imitative, has
problem solving ability and can create good values for the organization.

6)

Process

of

which affect the execution
description

service and regulations, includes operation methods

of the senice. For

example, exptaining

of the system, providing customers with a

a

detailed

systematic advice. The

activities associated with the methodolog5r and service practices provided to users to
ensure an impressive service business which is nrnning effectively.
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7)

Physical Evidence pertains how a business or product is perceived

in the market place. Their presence in service fields manipulated their consumers'
perception. The activities associated with the methodolog5r and service practices

provided

to

users

to

ensure an impressive service business which

is

running

effectively ( Lnr, 2011).
There is also the marketing mix mentioned l6ps from lecturing .Thailand

Tourism Among the cbanges' by Professor Therdchai ch,aybanrung. Thailand
tourism at present is under changes whether under the world situation or within the
country which due to politic, social and culture. He also said that the towism industry
is a relatively sensitive irdusb:),. The successfirl tourism has to manage these changes
as a major issue. currently, many countries
because

will give priority to

domestic towism

it can have better control of the intemal factors ralher than extemal factors

which should pay attention to the menegement of goods and services and

has

modified the manegement of use only 4Ps (price, place, promotion, product) to l6ps

includiag price, place, positioning, prduct, promotion, psychology, partnership,
participation, perception" packaging, people, period politics, public opinion, process

of service and physical evidence. The tourism industry need special attention

and

have very high competitive rate. However, the main emphasis to be driven is 4ps as a

major priority in terms of price. It has to manage to reduce production cost. For the

distribution channel, the manufacturers have to facilitate the purchase of goods and
service by using

the

strategr called

spirihral

which

means

marketing to encourage buyers' acknowledgement to the perceived feeling inside. The
sale promotion focuses on the relationship between the sellers and the buyers

in terms

of Customer Relationship Management (CRM) (Chuaybamrung, 2015). Currently,
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there is a concept of marketing mix 20Ps as a marketers' modem framework, From

the concept of haditional marketing mix 4Ps, the researcher has identified the
additional

of

l6Ps which describes the action of marketing, the measurement of

achievement and behavior. This is a comprehensive view of modem marketers

need

will

to be strategic and commercial understanding and a strong behavioral skill.

Some issues may be adjusted to be suitable for the marketing research and spiritual

marketing, which consist of Product, Price, Place, Promotion, positioning, process

of

Service, Planning, Persuasion, Pull-Push Strategy, partnenhip, publicity Strategy,
People, Personality, Positiveness, Perception, power physical Evidence, period, Time
Program Setting and Peace @earson, 2014).

Proactive marketing strrtegies

With cooperation from many sectors and efforts to promote marketing of
inbound and outbound tourism, The Tourism Authority of rhailand has implemented

marketing shategies

to

improve the public relation and tourism prorrotion by

proposing the guidelines for the overseas marketing strategies as follows (Tourism

Authority of Thailand,

201

6)

:

Marketing in Intemational market consists of 5 strategies. The details are as

follow;

I)

Adjust the image and expand the value perception
Guideline is continuing in-depth communicatioq repeat the way

of

Thainess, and persuade tourists to Discover. Amazing Stories, find out the origins and
the meaning undemeath the Thai tourism symbols which is known worldwide such as

Smile Story (Siarn Smile), Gourmet Story (Thai Cuisine), Craft Story (Thai Textile)

)/

that

will bring tourists to experience the different value and create happiness.

(Happiness You Can Share), along with offering a product's image, quality and
impressive service to enhance the image of rhai rourism to become 'euality Leisure

Destination' by communicating through world popular Traditional Media and New
Media within the market area to directly reach the target group. Moreover, the tourism

organization needs to reinforce by tracking other negative images in the media"
especially the online tbrough Social Media and Social community along with Social
Customer Relationship Management (SCRM) with royal customers.

2)

Create and promote products in terms ofvalue

Guideline

is to select design and create products and tourism

activities in a new persp€ctive allowing tourists to leam about interesting and usefi.rl

Thai products as well as to provide the real experience on the products and do the
activities during the creative tourism. The importance of "Thai Style" products should

be emphasized. The products should be able to serve the needs and behaviors of
foreign tourists. The target products are Thai foo4 Thai clothes, community products,

Premium OTOP,

5

star-accommodation and services.

This should be

focused

specifically in the area of 5 clusters and the 12 cities that should not be missed.

Additionally,

it

should aim to create and support intemational events as well as to

elevate the haditional festival
money.

to attract foreign tourists to travel and spend more
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3) Extend marketing
Guideline

base of special interest

is to

promote the marketing

to the tourists and

participate in their interested activities which has a tendency to extend
groups which

fs

{

main

is sport tourism, green tourism, health & wellness and wedding &

honeymoon. Thailand have products and services which is ready to serve and have the

opporimities to promote the continuous growth by emphasizing on the world-class
image of the products. Also, it should be emphasizing on the generous and impressive
service. It should also seek and coopente with partrrer both inside and outside of the

industry in order to expand the marketing channel and reach the 4 target groups. The

competitive ability should be promoted in order to compete in intemational level.
These target groups are also very interesting because

it is high potential groups with

purchasing power. However, SWOT analysis should be used to compare advantages
and disadvantages on the area

4) Stimulate

the spending anong middle and upper markzts

Guideline is

to simulate the needs to travel of tourists in

the

middle and upper markets or those with the income of US$20,000 per capita per year.

The promotion should be conducted with those who have never been to Thailand
(First visitor) and those who have been to Tbailaod (Repeater). It should focus on the
presentation of products and tourism services which can serve the needs of the target

group in order to open new segments in the area such as Muslim market

in GCC

Levart and Super rich in Chinese and lndian market. Additionally, marketing
networks should be promoted in order to open new area of the marketing in the
subordinate cities and in other counties with growing economy. Furthermore, in order
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to conserve the repeater base, it should aim to create the attraction leading to travel to

Thailand again and to stimulate more spending on presented products in terms

of

experience value. It also promotes various activities in 7 product groups such as Thai

foo4 Thai arts, Thai lifestyle, healtb, fin festival of Thai belief especially in the 5
clusters alea and the 12 cities that should not b€ missed. It is known in general tbat

the speeding of middle and upper markets. on products is very interesting and
athactive to entrepreneurs and communities that are interested in tourism product
presentation as it can be another option for these markets.

5)

Promote the dffirent sales to ACE
Guideline is to promote tavel links among border countries and

AEC group in fomr of Multidestination tourism and emphasize Thailand as a transit
stops linked by lan4 air and boat to ASEAN (ASEAN for ASEAN) and encourage
the thhd countries to havel in

AEc (ASEAN for All). For air bip, will focus on the

third countries, especially from Europe and America to choose Thailand and AEC
group as their travel destinations. Trips by boat

will mainly cruise from

Singapore,

Hong Kong and the third countries aimed at Thailand as the starting point or
destination.

In addition, the focuses will be on the distinctive characters of rhai

products and services by presenting the essence

of rhai

rmiqueness together with

promoting potential of the community, economic and workforce development into
TTM+. The gsh'ang commrmity is one that introduced a variety of identity to creale a
point of attracting for their visitors.
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Marketing in domestic market consists of 4 strategies. The details are as

follow;

1) Communication to create

the passion and

pride of Thailand

Guideline is to commnnicate the value of love, joy and pride of

the county tbrough tourism. The impulse to ceate a fresh new perspective to
Thailand tourism under "Discover Thainess" The new generation ..GEN
between 19-35) who ignited the creative tourism

y,

(age

in their style and capped an

outstanding image of 5 regions by presenting the sales-oriented values. To create a

new definition of tourism that could draws tourists to explore and share their
experiences with local value

of Thai regions, The Tourism Authority of Thailand

launched campaign which scheduled the host regions includes Northem region-

"Above a Million Dreams Inspiration", North-Easem region ..Spicy Esaan , Central
region "Happy Heart Reached", Eastem region "Colorfirl East , and Southem region

"Southem StopPoint" through the process

of

communication and

advertising in form of Traditional Media New Media and Event Marketing in order to
promote the activities, festivals, traditional presenting the ideas. Also, the marketing
carnpaigp launch emphasizes the love and

joy ofThai unique heasures.

2) Stimulation ofthe poteitial tourists' expenditure
Guideline

is to

focuses on market potential group

with higL

purchasing power is likely to grow in the future, including the elderly, women, and
Gen

Y group by goods presentation and tourism service value added to meet the n€€ds

of life and experience of the taqet group through the integrated

markaing

communication. To stimulate travel with the marketing activities that is appropriate

6l

for the target group by Celebrity marketing, Joint promotion and Exclusive Trip
together with Customer journey and Event marketing.

3) Distribution,

space and time st/ateg)

Guideline is to focuses on promoting mainsteam tourists to travel

on weekdays, as well as reducing people overflowed on weekends and public
holidays. It is the govemment policy to raise the issue in order to diversiff risk during

Low Season. The weekday fips will be publicized, along with marketing promotion
activities for both mainstream and corporate groups. Moreover, this campaign will

perfectly promote the access
concentration

to the secondary destinations and reduce

of the main tourist cities. For this

reason, the Tourism Authority

the

of

Thailand is rolling out its "12 cities.You can't Say No" campaign to boost domestic
fravel in 12 provinces and also cover our neighboring border towns-AEC.

4) Social strengthening and ewironmental preservation
Guideline is to emphasizes on promoting Green Tourism to main

tourist's groups in order to create awateness of how tourism helps to preserve natue
and environment through communicafion marketing and various promotion activities.

This kind of tourism supports leaming for a farnily, youth and potential group by
creating

fin

leaming flows in both the farnily and promote leaming activities outside

the classroom with educational institutes to cultivate people to Thailand, particularly
children and youth to love and proud of Thailand. Creative design of products and
services that meet the needs oftarget tourists and create a network of cooperation

with

Supply Chain in tourism indusfy to develop products and services with value added
by considering the local identity as a sustainable selling point for marketing.
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Marketing environment concept

Figure 2.6

Source:

SWOT Analysis

Humpbrey (2005)

SWOT Analysis is the procedure considering factors of the organization
creating shength to products and services, factors which are weakness of the products

and companiss.

It is also considering

products and services.

It

extemal factors leads to opportunity of the

focuses on factors which are threat

of the company. The

details are as follow;

a)

Strength Analysis emphasizes on the positive and advantageous points

of

the company, produc! or service which allow the business to compete with
others. If the good point of the company is similar to the competitors, it is
considered to be remarkable shength. Shength analysis of the business

may consider external factors of the business in many aspects which are
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marketing mix, production, manags6en! research and development of the
product, fame, image, and market share.
b) Weakness Analysis focuses on the analysis

points

of the business, producg or

of

disadvantages

or weak

service when compared with

competitors. The factors used to analyze are the same as the factors

of

stength analysis.
c) Opportunity Analysis refers

to the

advantages acquircd from external

factors which allow marketing plan to run smoothly and correspond with
the resources of the business.

d) Tbreat Analysis aims

to analysis the limitation of the

extemal factors which is the obstacle to run
business snoothly.

In

business due to

the

plan of the

general, threat analysis focuses

on

extemal

environment resulting negative efects to the business.

Intemal Factor Evaluation Matix (IFE) and External Factor Evaluation Malrix
(EFE)

l)

Intemal Facton Evaluation: IFE considers the intemal factors of the

organization which can be controlled, changed and improved by mainly analyzing

facors and managsnent. This is

related

and develo@ the

concept ofSWOT (Kunthonbu! 2014).

It
evaluation

can be said that Intemal Factor Evaluation Matrix (IFE) is the

of intemal factors in many

Weakness. Rating score
weakness

of the

asp€cts within the frame

of

Strength and

is used for weighting in order to indicate strenglh

business. The scores

and

will be calculated for the consideration of

o.+

extemal factors of the organization. Eventually, the whole picture of the potential and
effectiveness to response to the intemal environment will be dernonstrated.

IFE can be developed through 5 steps

l.
company

List the factors leading to the opportunity of success of

or the factors leading to failure. l0

-

the

20 factors of both strength and

weakness should be considered. It is then distinguished the possibility to use through
p€rcentage, proportion, and number comparison

2.

Determine the range of the weight from 0.0

is no significant and 1.0 means

-

1.0. 0.0 means there

it is important. The deterrnination of the weight for the

factors can indicate the importance of correlation of the factors leading to the success

of the industry. The main considered issue is the strength and weakness of the factors
affecting the operation of the organization. The highest total is 1 .0

3.

Identifr the range of

I - 4 for each factor. Rating 4 means the

activity can response to the intemal environment in good level. Rating 3 means the

activity can response to the intemal environment in above average level. Rating 2
means the activity can response to the internal environment in average level. Rating

I

means the activity can response to the intemal environment in below average level.

4.

The weight of each factor is different due to variable factors.

5.

The total score of the weight of each variable is determined by total

weighted score of the organization.
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2) Extemal Factors Evaluation: EFE considers extemal factors of

the

organization which cannot be controlled. However, it has an effect on macro level
the market system which is related to this analysis and

consisting

of

it is known as SEPT Analysis

of social and socio culhral factor, economic factor, politic factor and

technology factor.

When considering of different factors in IFE Matric with weighted
score ranged

from 1.0 to 4.0, the avetage score is 2.5. If it is lower ' ^n 2.5, it means

this organization is in weak positiory however, if it is more than 2.5, it means that this
organization is in strong position.

Extemal Factor Evaluation @FE) is similar to IFE. However,

it

is

different in that EFE focuses on the study of extemal factors with the frame of
opportunity and threat in order to discover the condition of competitors, customers,
and the tendency of the business and technolog5l so that the company can rcsponse or

conduct a strateg/ to solve the problems. Intemal

Ext€Nnal (IE) matrix or IE

Matrix

is the evaluation of Intemal Factor Evaluation (IFE) matrix and Extemal

Factor

-

Evaluation (EFE) matrix. Horizontal Axis represents the total weighted score of
Intemal Factor Evaluation @E) matrix consisting of three levels which arc strong
3.0

- 4.0, medium 2.0 - 2.99 and weak 1.0 -

1.99. Vertical

Axis represents the total

weighted score of External Factor Evaluation (EFE) mafix consisting of tbrce level
which are 1.0

-

1.99

loq

2.0

-

2.99 middle, 3.0

-

4.0 high.
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The lntemal-Extemal (IE) Matrix
THE IFE TOTAL WEIGHTED SCORES
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3.0 to

lleek
to 1.99
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2.0

4.0

to2.99
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Figure 2.7

Intemal

Source:

David (2009)
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Extemal matrix

Extemal (IE) matrix or IE Matrix comprises of nine spaces as follows;

The total weighted scqre of Intemal Factor Evaluation is the strongest level
and the total weighted score of Extemal Factor Evaluation is also the highest

level
2) The total weighted score of Intemal Factor Evaluation is the medium level and
the total weighted score of Extemal Factor Evaluation is also the highest level

3) The total weighted score of Internal Factor Evaluation is the weak level and
the total weighted score of Extemal Factor Evaluation is also the highest level
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4) The total weighted score of Intemal Factor Evaluation is the strong level and
the total weighted score of Extemal Factor Evaluation is also the middle level

s) The total weighted score of Intemal Factor Evaluation is the medium level and
the total weighted score of Extemal Factor Evaluation is also the middle level
6) The total weighted score of lntenal Factor Evaluation is the weak level and
the total weighted score of Extemal Factor Evaluation is also the middle level

7) The total weighted score of lnternal Factor Evaluation is the strong level and
the total weighted score of Extemal Factor Evaluation is also the low level

8) The total weighted score of Intemal Factor Evaluation is the medium level and
the total weighted score of Extemal Factor Evaluation is also the low level

e) The total weighted score of lnternal Factor Evaluation is the weak level
and the total weighted score ofExternal Factor Evaluation is also the low level

Internal

-

Extemal (IE) matrix or IE Matrix consists of three parts as follows;

The first part comprises of

stategies and strategies

1) Market

l,

2 and 4 space. The organization

to build market share.

Penetration Strategy

2)

will

use growth

Intensive Growth Strategies are

Market Development Saategy

3)

Product

Development Strategy. Additionally, Integrative growth strategy can be used. It
consists

of 1) Backward lntegration

3) Horizontal Integration Strategy.

Strategy

2)

Forward Integration Strategy
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The second part consists of3, 5, and 7 space. The strategies of Hold, Maintain,

Market Penetration Strategy and Product Development strategy are implemented.
Additionally, the third part composed of 6, 8, and 9 space. Harvest and Divestiture
strategy are used. The last part

will

be analyzed by using

TowS Matrix in order to

establish the strategies.

TOWS Matrir

Internal Factors

.s@n€tfis

w',.qj'rss's,

SO (SO Stdqt) Is 6e WO (WO Soaqr) is tlv
highly desired situation of thc

ofportxlri*fus

Erternal

coEpany.

It is the use of

st€lgths and opportunities of

ST (ST
Thruats

Stuqt)

strengtlrs that

is

refers to
related to

tlveatt lrom the epironment,

2.8

Source:

to use the

weabtess and

th.

lowest

kghest

opportunities.

the company

Factors

Figure

atterqrt

TOWS Matrix

Weibrich & Koontz (1993)

VT W Strdeg) is

,he

target of ueating srrengths
and lower thrcats.
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The TOWS matrix for strategy formulation (Weihrich & Koontz, 1993)

1.

SO (SO Strategt) is the highly-desired situation of the company. It is the use
of strengths and opportunities ofthe company.

2.

WO (WO Strategt) is the attempt to use the lowest weakness and the highest

opportunities. Therefore, the company with some weaknesses may develop the

organization or require a specific ability (technology or skillfirl personnel)

from external factors. It is the option to create advantages of extemal
opportunities in the case that the company attempts to solve the weakness and
develop to the strategy to create advantage from the opportunities.
J.

ST (ST Strateg) refers to strengths that is related to threats from the
environment. The target is to create the maximum strengths and minimum
threats so that the strengths can overcome the threats,

4.

W

(II'T Strateg) is the target of creating shengths and lower threats. In this

case,

joint venture will be implements. The company will reduce its

expense

and stop producing products that does not create profits. Divestiture strategies
such as closing the business, stopping to produce some products, and merging
the company will be implemented.
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The concept of tourism marketing model

For the study of Tourism Marketing Model, there are many

researchers

proposed: Jai-aeo (2015) conducted the Doctoral research on Tourism Marketing

Model for Culturd Heritage Development: Baang Luang community, Tambon Boang
Luang, Amphoe Baang Lane, Nakhonpathom. The researcher studied principles

of

mix 7Ps in the analysis of tourism development model in the area to study

the implementation of cultural herit4ge tourism for development alongside with
conservation by bringing cultural heritage marketing model as detailed picture below;

Environment Factors
-lntema( Factors
-ExternaI Factors

The Heritage Providers

The Marketing Mix

(need to understand)

7Ps

The Segments in the Market
(appty to the setected a combination)

Figure 2.9

The cultural heritage marketing model

Source:

Misiura (2006)

The above marketing model represents the recognition and understanding of
the characteristics and needs of tourists in order to get the guidelines in determining

tl

the appropriate marketing strategy to meet the needs of tourists and can also maintain

the heritage of the community leading to the tourist market segrnentation. The
marketing strategies 7Ps is used to explain the marketing strategy for each group in

order

to better understand the tourists'

needs and behavior

with accurate and

appropriate to the local context. This qualitative study using in-depth interview in data

gathering with 10 key informants who involved in tourism field such as government
sectors, local enfiepreneurs and scholars in suan Pheung district. The research finding

found that Suan Phueng Garden Model adds value to existing resources both natural
and cultural resources.

It also

creates irmovative form of tourism activity, products

and services by the cooperation and leaming of entrepreneurs and communities can
enhance tourists' skills. The study concluded that the development

of Suan pheung

Model into the creative tourism model has to highlight the elements with the various
contexts (Pirun, 20 I 6).

Related research
Sharma et al. (2016) has seldusl6d a study on Religious to Spiritual Tourism

Transformation Joumey of Uttarakhand

- A Hill State in lndia. The study focuses on

the transformation of uttarakhand a tourism economy orientated state of India from
being a predominantly religious tourism oriented state to become a spiritual tourism
oriented state. The study also includes the tendency

of

strategies changing

in

Red

Ocean Strategies to Blue Ocean Strategies. This paper is based on primary research

through

in

depth interviews based on reflexive research approach. This research

project reflects that religious tourism is the result of belief and faith. India is a country

with a variety of culturc that connects important belief and religions worldwide. It
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leads to the creation

of specific form of religious tourism in India. The variety of

religions in India also reflects on the important arts, architecture, culture and tradition.
uttarakhand is a state located on the hills of lndia. The state is known as one of the
famous destinations

in religion and spirits in lndia for those seeking the spiritual

discovery and peacefirl

mind. Pilgrimage in uttarakhand can contribute

aroll,'d, 27

percent in gross domestic production of state (GSDp). This can create more income
and jobs to the local people. There is a connection between spiritual tourism and

religious tourism which mentions about Ayurveda Meditation cultural Activities
Religious Activities and spiritual activities which mention about the control of body
and mind as the procedures

of culture and tradition connection in India. Spiritual

associates and other spiritual groups play a significant role in the process

of changing

religious tourism activities to spiritual tourism activities. This allows tourist to realize

the advantages of spiritual tourism which provides activities related to natural cure
and Ayurveda which can satisff and attract every type oftourists even though they are

not believed in the religions.

Duntley (2014) has conducted a study on Spiritual Tourism and Frontier
Esotericism at Mount Shast4 califomia. The study presents issues related to spiritual

tourism and the significant roles of pilgrims in the foundations and the mysterious
promotion of relationships in Mount Shasta califomia-

It

can be said that Mount

shast4 califomig the united states of American can contribute incomes from
tourism even though

it is located in remote area. However,

and pure nature can be sensed. The study

is

mysterious atrnosphere

conducted with the participants

of

spiritual activities of local people. The participants consist of50 people who travelled
in the distance of 75 miles from Mount shasta It is the distance that conesponds with
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the norms of local people of Mount Shasta. These participants were asked to define
human in the aspect of spirits. The participants were asked to check the definition

from phrasal lists to identiff their feeling. More than 50 percent of the participants
understood the meaning

of spirit which is to

connect human nature with the

extraordinary and power of universal nature and there is an attempt to understand and

emotionally response to god and the world as the inspiration to the fear, happiness,
peace, and soothing. The experience allows the participants to feel and coffiect to god

or sacred spirits. The sh.rdy uses the abstract notion on space, time, and the truth of
mathematicians, physicians, and artists. ln the early of twentieth cenfiry, in addition,
the tales and memories related to the tourism of Mount Shasta were published in one

of the oldest books of the nineteenth century. It was also published in a

local

newspaper on the topic of "local towist attractions." This indicates the modem way

of

expressing tourism experienc€s. Mount Shasta is the symbol of hope of the pioneers
and the abundance. Mountains are considered to be a channel to create spiritual world
and clue of ancient civilization which was hidden deeply and

it

is also the access point

to the world and other dimensions as well as to connect with the univenal above the

peak

of the mountains. At Mount Shast4 brochures,

postcards, tourist posters,

paintings, and tales lead to "spiritual sense" provoking the desire to travel here even

though they have to wait for a long time. This study shows that they have new
guideline and wisdom to qeate the communication and understanding of new spirits.
Although the wisdom has never changed it has been slowly exposed to the media and

it has been conveyed from various communications. It
who live or travel to Mount Sbasla.

has been adapted to

pilgrims
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Jain (2015) has conducted a study on Spiritual Marketing in Abhaneri: Case
Study

of Harshad Mata Temple. It mentioned that India confronted the change in

spirit conservation to the development of tourism marketing in religion which has
contributed 30 billion dollars per year. ln the online er4 temples and religious places
have become a unit of spiritual industry. The analysis can be used to develop effective

and ethical marketing strategies. The objective of the study is to analyze spidtual
marketing at Harshad Mata temple located in Abhaneri village because

it is situated

near a tourist attraction known as Abhaneri Chand Baori. In order to reach there,

it

require on foot travel daily. Since it is located very high compared with other temples

in Abhaneri, a sufticient and effective marketing tools will play a significant role in
contributing income from tourism industry which

is also very important to

the

economy of India. The research is exploratory in nature and is based on primary and
secondary data Tools used for primary data collection are: a) unstructured interviews

of caretakers of Harshad Mata temple and Chand Baori. b) Personal Communication
with residents of Abbaneri. c) Personal communication with the tourists at the temple
and water reservoir. d) Recorded observations @hotographs). The secondary data was

collected from magazine and tourist websites. The research mentioned the definition

of spirit as a concrete noun which is related and affects on the human spirit. It is not
related to the value of the object or a commitrnent. The combination of the two words

"spirit" and "marketing" was not

accepted primarily

in general

because

it

connected

two diferent things. The two things were spirit which was above materialism and
marketing which was related

to

selling and making profits corresponding to

materialism. Until now, it emphasizes on an importance of temple tourism as
increase the income of the temple and

it

it

can

can be used for temple restoration. Tools

of
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Marketing in Harshad Mata Temple consist of a) Marketing ttrough Billboards to
explain historical value ofthe temple to visitors. The languages used in the billboard
are

Hindi and English. b) Marketing 1frp'gh Historic pieces of Art from the ruins of

the temples which are scattered in the temple areas. The ruins are well conserved for

towists. c) Display at the Point of sale Kangooras which is a special architecture
constucted big bpil'ling in order to support the sbength ofthe wall so that the tourists
can get used to the enormous size of the architecture. d)

word of Mouth Marketing by

local residentvcaretakers refers to the time when the tourists ask about the history

of

the temple, the local people can well tell and explain it. Therefore, to improve the

marketing tools can improve the income

religious

of local people. For the spiritual

and

in India" the spiritual value remains. Religion should not

considered as business

or other temples

be

should not be considered as business

competitors. Alliances should be joined in the same road. There should not be a war

ofbranding on holy spirits.

Sud (2014) has conducted a research project on the lnpacts

of

Spiritual

Marketing on Diferent Segments of rouriss and rheir Evaluation of the site. The
research is conducted on spiritual tourism in Himachal pradesh which is known as

*Devabhoomi"

meaning that it is the priest house. Tourisrn industry has been growing

up gradually due to the unique identity of the spiritual place. Every year, a number

pilgrins visit Himachal Pradesh in order to experience the spiritual

sense

of

ofthe place.

This research project aims to shrdy important factors on spiritual belief and religion
and the use of spirit as a stimulus. one of the most important purposes for religious

tourisn is to pursuit their spirits. The research collected the primary data from tourist
websites by exarnine the attitudes of tourists towards the destination of th€ tourists
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and factor stimulating website visiting of the tourism. The results from this study can

be used to create and develop strategies in the future for the indusry related to the
decision marking promoting the sell and market shares. The study is a descriptive
research.

It

collects both primary and secondary data. 200 questionnaires were

distributed to the tourists and an interview was conducted with 130 people. The
questionnaire consisted

of 11 questions. Furthermore,

secondary data was collected

from research joumals which were published on the websites. The results from this
research have shown that spiritual tourism in Himachal pradesh lack of advertising
and marketing promotion. There should be more publication. Also, the govemment

should support a guideline to promote tourism. It can be said that the quality of the
service should be improved. The quality and quantity of the accommodation should
also be improved in order to better serve the number of tourists from spirinral tourism

industrv.

